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HELLO
The most meaningful pictures of your life aren’t about the pictures. They’re about the stories
within the pictures.
How do I know this? Why listen to me? I’ve spent the past 6 years dissecting the stories within
the work of photographers from around the world and have published over 300 recorded stories
on this very website. In 2014, Fearless and Framed® began championing photographers to
move away from traditional, posed portraits and to start documenting real stories for their clients
(and themselves). From day one, the heartbeat of our brand has been (and still is) about
recording highly meaningful stories—without posing.
I don’t care about “good" pictures. I don’t care about making you a better photographer.
I want you to achieve bottled up, recorded evidence of your most valued stories. In doing
so, you will train your brain to notice more depth in your everyday living. This is the gold.
The photographs are the bonus.
Let’s explore and talk about all of it.
Please send any questions that arise along the way over to me at
marie@fearlessandframed.com.
Stay Fearless,
Marie Masse
Founder of Fearless and Framed®
and Dangerously Good Stories™
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WHY INTENTIONALLY PHOTOGRAPH YOUR MOST
VALUED STORIES?
#1 - I’ve been to my grandparents’ funerals. As cool as it was to see the younger versions of
them on the photo boards, I was sad to not see the photos of MY memories of them (and with
them).
They didn’t exist.

This is my Grandma Louise.
You have the privilege to give a nod to your values today by recording them to enjoy later too.
#2 - Albert Einstein said it best:
“There are only two ways to live your life. One as though nothing is a miracle. The other is as
though everything is a miracle."

Intentionally seeking to bottle up your most meaningful stories is how to witness more miracles
in your everyday living.
You may think you already see all the little things. I’m sure you do, in fact, see many. That said,
until you hone your story lens with a filter for high-level meaningfulness, it's very likely that you
have overlooked stories ready to be unearthed and savored. What a shame to leave catching
the miracles up to chance!
As you hone your radar for meaningfulness, it’s like turning the lights on. You can’t not see your
tiny stories everywhere.
In his book, Storyworthy: Engage, Teach, Persuade, and Change Your Life through the Power
of Storytelling, Master Storyteller, Matthew Dicks’ sums it up beautifully:
“As I reflected on each day of my life and identified the most storyworthy moments, I began to
develop a storytelling lens—one that is now sharp and clear. With this lens, I began to see that
my life is filled with stories. Moments of real meaning that I had never noticed before were
staring me in the face. You won’t believe how plentiful they are.”

#3 - You want to make the most out of this one and only life. Don’t we all? When you break
down “making the most of this life” into measurable outcomes, one measurable is your
awareness. More specifically, how much you noticed, instead of overlooked. You want to look
back and believe, to your core, that you lived awake.
You didn’t sleepwalk through.
You didn’t take anything (or anyone) for granted.
You celebrated and savored the great, valued the mundane, and were ripped open and
grew from the hard.
Living awake isn't about experiencing (doing) more; it’s about seeing deeper. It’s about noticing
and responding to the moments you live out.

So far, we’ve covered two truths behind meaningful pictures:
1. Your most meaningful pictures are about the stories, not the photography.
2. Photographing your most valued stories adds vast value to your life.
Now, let’s define what your stories are—tiny stories, to be specific.

WHAT ARE YOUR TINY STORIES?
I say “tiny” stories, because they’re often quick, transformative moments—not the big
graduation, wedding, forever home, etc. type milestones.
You’ve lived HUNDREDS of tiny stories. Do you know that? It’s true. Maybe even thousands.

THOUGHT EXPERIMENT:
Pause right now and brain stream every experience you’ve lived onto paper for 60 seconds.
Make a list.
Start at the beginning of your life and work forward. Or the most recent and work backward. Or
with whatever random stories come to mind. Don’t overthink this. You can’t get it wrong.
Write only a word or a phrase to represent that story in your head & heart, not the full story.
60 seconds. Go.
Don’t you dare read another word until you’ve done this.
Thank you for doing that.
So… pretty cool, right? I call this list your Tiny Story List. You’ve got a great start, and that was
just a quick brain stream! If you kept going over the weeks and years to continue adding stories,
imagine how grandiose a list this would become!
Imagine having someone in your corner to help you unearth the stories you haven’t noticed
(yet). That’s my job—I’ve got a lot more of those exercises up my sleeve. We’ll talk about that
and how to use this list a little later.
Right now, you should see how it’s possible that you have HUNDREDS of stories within you.
Every story you’ve lived has given meaning to your life in some way. Some were subtle. Some
were loud. Many of them chain together to form a collective meaning in various areas of your
life. The meaning you make of things is what informs the way you see, the way you behave, the
way you make decisions, what (and who) you value, and much more.

So, think of your tiny stories like an intrinsic network. Your stories relate to each other, in all
different ways and angles like facets on a diamond, all shaping the way you see the world.

THE DYNAMIC RANGE OF MEANINGFULNESS.
To reiterate: all of your stories are meaningful in some way. Within your unique network of
stories, some feel more meaningful than others.
I’ve broken down types of stories into five categories within the dynamic range of
“meaningfulness.” This isn’t gospel. There’s stories I don’t see, because of my lack of life
experience, privilege, and beyond. So think of this as spaghetti on the wall.
This is what I’ve noticed in my years of publishing stories and in acknowledging my own
meaningful stories.
Use this as a jumping off point to define and fill in your own spectrum as you lay out your
stories. Note: You may not want photographs of all of these stories. The point here is to sort our
various tiny stories into story buckets.

AGED STORIES:
Stories that have aged in your heart. Stories you can pull up from memory. They’re familiar,
reliable, sometimes (but not limited to) tradition, they’re predictable, timeless, feel classic, or
may have been bold and suddenly transformative.
Aged stories aren’t exclusive to past memories. They may be present, living stories too.
I have an affinity for photos of these stories most, at least, right now in this season of my life.
Examples:
〰At the cabin, we’ll likely go swimming in the lake during the day, maybe take a drive into
Ludington, drive down Hamilton Road on the way back, go fishing, get ice cream from Bozo’s,
and finish off the night by the campfire.
〰Everyday when my husband leaves for work, he will kiss me goodbye.
〰 I know when we pull out of the driveway, my father-in-law will be on their front porch waving
goodbye. It’s a treasure.

EVERYDAY STORIES:
Your right now, day-to-day living, routine, mundane stories. Think: bath time, back-to-school,
after school, bus pickup, making meals, family time, lunch after church on Sundays, etc.
If you’re not an avid photographer, you can find these stories literally in the thick of your life.
When you’re most busy, surviving the day, these tiny stories are everywhere!
These are what you’ll most often see in the documentary family photography community (think
in places where photographers hang out on social media), for a couple of reasons. First, many
of us are in a family with children at home. Not everyone, but most of us. I started shooting
when my daughter was born and she’s 9 now. I’ve watched other photographers raise their
babies into big kids and teenagers into young adults. Home is where we spend most of our time,
so these are the stories we naturally see (and record) the most.
Second, because this is what we so much of from our photographer friends, it’s become the
norm to shoot and share and talk about the most.

I’m bringing this up only because I want to give you a permission slip / reminder: just because
it’s what you see the most of, doesn’t make your other highly meaningful, tiny stories less
valuable.
I digress…
Everyday stories change quickly. On average, about every 3 months our lives look different!
There’s new stories. Some stories have ended. Keep watch.
Examples:
〰 My friend, Eboni, noticed the role their backyard swing-set has played in her daughters’
day-to-day childhood. Click here to see her photo.
〰This year, my husband started cutting Levi’s hair at home, out on the front porch.

NEW TERRITORY STORIES:
Brand new experiences or milestones, like: birth, graduation, weddings, building a house, going
on a long-term hike, joining a fishing tournament, change in the air, a heartbreak, loss, trauma,
etc.
These are separate from your everyday stories, because they’re likely NOT something that
happens everyday. Sometimes they’re an event you're working up to, like a wedding or birth of
your first baby. There’s some navigation happening leading up to the climax of the story.
Sometimes what’s most special about the experience is the people you share the experience
with. For example, the kids and I went on a camping trip. We live in the woods, so outdoor living
isn’t new… but we got to meet up with our dear friends from New Jersey. They m
 ade the
experience special.
Other times, the climax happens and then the story lingers with you after—as in losing a dear
friend or family member.
〰 We were married at a hotel and went on a honeymoon in Gatlinburg, Tennessee.
〰 My husband has been building me a dreamy woodland cabin office.
〰 Last year, I went to Fripp Island, South Carolina and participated in Pledge the Pink’s Breast
Cancer fundraising walk (30 miles in 3 days) with my long-time friend, Bailey, and her family.
〰 We went on our first family vacation to a family resort in Myrtle Beach, South Carolina back in
2016. It was a week of beach-filled fun. We tried visiting Ripley’s Aquarium, which wound up
being miserable, because our 2 ½ year old just wanted to leave.
There was lots of THIS:

Looks like a joyful first trip, hey?

ONE-OFF MOMENTS:
These are something totally out of the ordinary of your everyday. A one-hit wonder. “That one
time when….” This can include day trips or vacations—places you go once and never again, for
example.
One-Off Moments can get fuzzy with New Territory Stories. To separate the two, I like to think of
the one-off moments as those wild “You’re not going to believe this!” stories. The first three story
examples below (tire, cat, fairy garden) are things that happened, but I wasn’t changed by them.
The third story (fairy garden) was a sweet story between my daughter and I, but nothing big or
story worthy happened.
Examples:

🤢🙄

〰 One time, my car blew a tire in the worst part of town. My little sister and I were cat-called
(
) like crazy as we walked down the street in search of a phone (before cell phone days),
and when a couple of guys pull their car over, my sister ran away like a bat out of hell (leaving
me behind), because #strangerdanger.
〰 My cat when psycho when I was pregnant and I called 9-1-1 for help as I was trapped in the
bathroom out of fear.
〰 A couple months back, my daughter and I shared a delightful experience at a local Fairy
Garden event.

〰 I’ll never forget when it was 4:45 a.m. and Dave came into the room, woke me up, and said,
“Hey, come out here and bring your camera.” Our 2 ½-year-old did this in the night:

(Yes, all are true stories! LOL)

STORIES OF LONGING:
Void. Experiences you’ve lost. Stories that aren’t yours. Pieces of life you’ve not experienced
first-hand, but you have a deep affinity or curiosity for. These are all stories of longing.
Sometimes, you’re not able to make a picture of your life with these stories, for whatever
reason. Sometimes you can if you get creative and find something that represents the story
(more on that in a later chapter).
I’ve also found these Stories of Longing to give me direction in choosing personal projects to
photograph for other people. I’ve been able to record stories that fill my heart even if the photos
aren’t directly for me.

For example, documenting my life stories never dawned on me when I was pregnant with my
first child. I handed my sister the camera, we went to a park, and I have maternity pictures with
pumpkins—which had zero to do with my life or pregnancy stories.

Side note: The photo on the right, of me and my babies, was never how I perceived “good
photography” years ago. What I see as “good” now (for me) is in recording things that feel
familiar and true to my experience.
Later, I took a client to a park for her maternity pictures. We brought twine, baby onesies, and
clothespins. In the middle of forest, we hung a laundry line and I photographed as my client
hung the clothes onto the line.
I look back and think, “What was I thinking?!” Cute pictures? Sure. Meaningful and full of story?
Not so much.
Once I realized how special it could be for a child to see their parent’s story from a season
they’d never know or remember their parents in, I wanted to record a maternity story at home. I
wanted to record more of the life at home, in this season, story than maternity-focused. So, I did
this for a longtime friend, her husband, and their on-the-way daughter. It was more
maternity-centric than I would have liked, but vastly different from hanging baby onesies on a
laundry line in the middle of the forest!
Click here to see those photos.
More examples of Stories of Longing:

〰 My friend, Stacey, grew up as an only child, so observing and photographing the relationship
between her two daughters is exceptionally meaningful for her.
〰 Maybe you grew up in a broken home or in a family where you didn’t feel safe to be your
true, unfiltered self. Watching your spouse with your child or a dear friend’s family has modeled
what it looks like to have unconditional love and belonging within a family. Both stories,
together, have shaped your values.
〰 My grandparents passed away before I was married. I tend to notice pieces of my life and
think, “Papa Stan would have loved this.” I notice when other people get to spend time with their
grandparents and I’m over here missing mine. Below, I was photographing a wedding and
noticed the bride’s grandparents dancing. I caught this woman’s hand and instantly thought of
my Grandma Louise’s hands. That’s what I was connected to when I made this picture.

〰 This is a photo I made of my grandparent’s front door before the house was sold. I wish I had
more photos of their home and property (I didn’t think about photography then in the way I do
now), but this one speaks to the void I feel for the warm memories in their home.

To recap, these are the 5 categories within the Dynamic Range of Meaningfulness:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Aged Stories
Everyday Stories
New Territory Stories
One-Off Moments
Stories of Longing

MORE TO KNOW ABOUT THE DYNAMIC RANGE OF
MEANINGFULNESS:

🌟 In all categories above, you'll find some stories are still alive and unfinished... and
also that some stories have ended.

🌟 The categories can overlap, providing a uniquely meaningful story.
For example, an Aged Story (like going fishing with my dad) plus a New Territory Experience
(watching my kids fish with my dad) makes my heart explode!

🌟 Some stories that previously ended may open up again when a new, synchronistic
story is sparked.

For example, my mom took me back-to-school shopping and out to lunch for years when I was
growing up. It was a tradition. Then, I grew up, moved out and that story ended. A few years
later, I was reminded of that story. I visited the vibrant shops in Milford, MI with a friend and we
noticed several teenage girls out back-to-school shopping with their moms. I felt warm and

nostalgic! That story fizzled out, again, for me until I had my own daughter and started the
tradition with her.
That is, until we started unschooling.
Before I had kids old enough for school shopping, I was so moved by noticing this
story—longing for the experience again—that I recorded another mom & daughter’s
back-to-school shopping day. Click here to see those photographs.

🌟 Stories can jump categories.

For example, what starts as a radical, New Territory Story or a One-Off Moment may, with time,
turn into an Everyday or Aged Story.
My little Levi wanted to mow the grass early this past summer, and so we let him. With the
mower having no automatic driver, it’s not easy to push. We figured he’d do it once. Turns out,
from that day forward, he was the only one who mowed our yard for the entire rest of the year.
He LOVES mowing the grass.
Interestingly, I ran out there and photographed the very first time he mowed. This was June 26,
2020.

About a month later, July 23, 2020 to be exact, I was walking through the yard and he was—yet
again—”bugging” Dave to get the lawn mower going. I grabbed a photo on my phone. Just look
at his face all lit up!

By this point, the story had already changed.
What started as a New Territory Story, shifted into an Everyday Story, and then a piece of that
story (a tiny story within the overarching story of Levi loving to mow the grass) became an Aged
Story—all very fast!

If you know anything about kids who latch onto an interest, their obsession is fierce. Mowing the
grass quickly became something Levi did at least twice each week all summer long. Sometimes
daily. He’d mow a little over here, a little over there.
He can push it.
He can fill it with gas.
He can’t start it.
So, even only a month into this “Levi loves moving the grass” story, the more noticeable
story—for us—was the 1,200 times we heard him say, “Dad, can you start the lawn mower?!”
THAT story aged in our hearts rather quickly. As I type this in October 2020, the story never
stopped.
Say I was only allowed to keep one of these photos. I had to trash the other. I’d choose the
latter. I’d choose the one where Levi isn’t really mowing the grass at all. I’d choose the one that
feels most like the truth of how this experience—Levi mowing the grass—has felt like for me.
Who knows, maybe many years from now, this story will be one of those aged stories that pulls
at my heart like no other. Maybe when he moves out. Maybe if he starts his own business. Who
knows.

🌟 Some stories, grouped together, can form a meaningful, life-informing theme.
For example, several stories of mine (my nap in the woods at 2 years old, climbing the apple
trees, Uncle Steve’s house, the cabin, "the bowl", & more) define the meaning and my deep love
for the forest. I always knew I loved nature, but it wasn’t until I looked at those stories square in
the face that I realized what an innate part of my spirit the forest had become.
This unleashed a world of change in my life that took us from the flat farmland in southeast
Michigan to the edge of the Blue Ridge Mountains in upstate South Carolina where I’m thriving.
I wrote about that here if you’re curious.

🌟 Within each category, there are stories that were / are subtle and stories that were /

are big and in-your-face. Subtle moments can transform into big, defining moments, and
big, defining moments, at the time, can soften later on.
In Shonda Rhimes book, Year of Yes, her sister accused her of never saying yes to anything.
She wrote:

"And this moment is important. She doesn’t know it. I don’t know it. Not right now. Right now this
moment doesn’t feel important at all. Right now, this feels like Thanksgiving morning and she’s
tired.”

It reminds me of a concert I went to with a friend back in 2007. Breaking Benjamin and Three
Days Grace. All week long, my friend and I said we’d stop by Ticketmaster to buy tickets.
Neither of us followed through. The day of the concert came, we went to Ticketmaster, and the
concert was sold out.
As a couple of 21-year-old girls, we made the decision to go to the concert anyway—ticketless.
We figured we might get lucky if we walked around and asked people tailgating if they had an
extra ticket. It was worth a shot. At the time, I didn’t know what an important moment that was.
Not only did we acquire tickets (not from going door-to-door tailgating… another story for
another time), but I met my husband at this concert. It’s one of those wild stories from fate. It
really was worth a shot.
When I look at the simple selfie of my friend and I in the parking lot, my heart is ridiculously full. I
didn’t know how full it would become in the moment. At the moment, it was just a simple

snapshot of an extra fun, but ultimately ordinary day. I certainly didn’t see this becoming a
life-altering day when we took this picture.

Likewise, I was hired to mentor another photographer, Khalilah, in Hawaii (2015). I’d never been
to Hawaii, so this was a trip of a lifetime to begin with! What I didn't expect was for Khalilah to
say something that’s stuck with me to this day...
We were on a highway and approaching a tunnel through the most majestic mountains I’d ever
seen. From the passenger seat, I scrambled to turn my phone camera on and proceeded to
snap photos of the scene through the windshield—like a total tourist, of course.
Khalilah said: “I love seeing Hawaii through your eyes.”
She saw the light and awe in my soul. Khalilah had been living on Oahu with her family for
years. What was new and loudly majestic for me had grown familiar and quieter for her.
That’s the nature of life and settling into your world, isn’t it?
New turns old. Majestic turns mundane.

We miss how easily things become overlooked, unnoticed, or taken for granted.
In 2017, I moved from Michigan to South Carolina. One evening, when surely the Michigan fall
air would be crisp in your lungs, I was in 80 degree South Carolina with a hint of humidity.
Driving down some new-to-me road, the beautiful, Blue Ridge Mountains stood on the horizon. I
remembered Khalilah’s words, “I love seeing Hawaii through your eyes.”
At that moment, I told myself, “I will always notice the mountains.”
“Noticing” has become a deeply rooted value of mine. So much so, that I told my husband, “If I
were to ever get another tattoo, I’d tattoo the word “notice” onto my body.”
I want to notice. I want to live awake.
So, I can’t look at this not-very-good, moving in the car cell phone photo without thinking of the
tiny story that embodied a profound, lasting impact on who I’m becoming.

An in-your-face story example is like when my sister, mom, and I were on our way out the door
to go to the McDonald’s play place. The phone rang. I can still see my mom holding the landline

wall phone in the middle of our mauve and blue colored kitchen. I remember her body changing
from mom mode to completely still and in shock.
It was the hospital informing my mom that her dad had been admitted after an aortic aneurysm
had ruptured.
Talk about a heavy, memorable moment. I was only 10 and that memory is still vivid in my mind.
It’s not necessarily a moment I needed a photograph of, which I don’t have anyway, but a vivid,
meaningful story nonetheless.
On the flip side, in-your-face stories don’t always have to embody devastation or trauma. One
time, I got in trouble—yes in trouble—by Canadian immigration at the border as I was driving to
Dave’s house. For context, Dave’s Canadian, so we’ve had to navigate the whole immigration
thing. They accused me for living there when we were dating… I was. They allowed me back
into the country, but I had a physical Visitor Record form that I had to carry with me and then
return to the immigration office upon leaving the country within 24 hours. That sucked!
Long story short, a few days later, Dave pulled over ON THE MIDDLE OF THE AMBASSADOR
BRIDGE. If you’ve never been on that bridge, it’s not a leisurely crossing. It’s mostly used for
commercial traffic and commuting. It’s full of hurried semi-trucks. There’s only two lanes, no
shoulders. Dave stopped in the middle of the right-side land, ran around the car, got down on
one knee, and proposed to me right there on the U.S.A. / Canada international border line.
Crazy Canuck. God I love him.
Big, bold, wonderful, defining moment…. Even better when we rolled through immigration after
our wedding and I THANKED the exact same officer who scolded me for nudging him into
proposing, but I digress.
All of that to say...
Some stories are happy, love-filled stories.
Some stories are hard and you might wish never happened.
Some stories are in-between—not emotionally charged, yet still meaningful.

🌟 One exception for the dynamic range of meaningfulness is transformation.
You never really know when a life-defining moment may pop up. You never really know when
you walk into a moment that unexpectedly plants itself smack dab in the middle of your heart.

You may disagree here, but my wedding isn’t up there in the top stories of my life. The stories of
Dave and I—our love and our partnership—top our wedding day, hands down.
My high school graduation party was a ton of fun. Everyone came. And also, there’s about a
thousand stories about school itself or about smaller moments I shared with the people who
came that are 1000x more meaningful in my heart.
That’s why I put weddings, graduations, and overall milestones in the New Territory Stories
bucket. A lot of times, these events are filled with loads of fun and make for exceptional
memories… but not all great memories are necessarily highly meaningful.
The meaning comes from connecting with a certain truth, which I believe is an Aged Story, or a
transformation happens in your heart. Something about the story changed you. Your heart
moved. One of those two instances are what makes the tiny story highly meaningful—or not.
That’s what separates the good from the meaningful.
Examples:
〰 In 2008, Dave and I were dating and adventured ourselves through a 3-week road trip from
Ontario to Nevada. We stopped at a ton of places along the way and back. We saw many new
things and shared new experiences together. While it was awesome, there was only one
experience on that trip that I’d rank as highly meaningful. We camped alongside a soothing river
in Sedona, Arizona. We were together the entire trip, but that one night we got lost in
conversation for hours. That was a night that changed our relationship, at least on my end. I felt
like we’d grown closer after that.
〰 After over 20 years, photographer Dreama Spence visited family in Arkansas. She made an
iconic photo of her Uncle Perry sitting in his chair at the edge of his garage. She said, After the
second day of pulling into his driveway it hit me: this is something he does every day. ”
Click here to see her photo.

WHICH STORIES ARE MOST MEANINGFUL?
The short answer: it depends.
Only you can declare which stories are most meaningful to you… and your response is quite
fluid. The season you’re living in affects what you see, how you see it, and the way you relate to
the story at hand.
Your perspective will expand and contract with time and future experiences, prompting what
used to be meaningful to hold less value and for overlooked (and perhaps under-valued) stories
to become GOLD.
This is why the self-work of acknowledging how you see (unearthing & repurposing your
stories) isn’t a one-off project, but a cathartic piece of your lifestyle.
We have to acknowledge, too, that some of the stories—some of the way we see those
stories—is a direct result of conditioning. It’s up to us to unlearn our own conditioning.

IF EVERYTHING’S ALWAYS CHANGING, THEN HOW DO I KNOW WHAT TO
PHOTOGRAPH?!
To know what to photograph, right now in the present, you have to ask a different question.
Ask yourself, “What’s meaningful to me, right now, and why is it meaningful?”
Start at the end and work your way back to a tiny story. When you get crystal clear on the
specific stories that define “meaningful” for you, then you’ll know what will make for the most
meaningful photos of your life… for right now.
“What’s meaningful to me and why is it meaningful?” is ridiculously vague. Most of the time,
people jump right into listing their values: my family, my health, my home, etc.
The key to accessing meaningful stories is specificity.
What is it about your family that’s meaningful?
What is it about your home that’s meaningful?
Go as deep as you can until you can’t come up with anything else. Do this for all areas and
people in your life. Later on, you’ll see the Dimensions of Observation section, which will help
you spot meaningful stories in various facets of your life.

Also, use this letter-writing technique to uncover meaningful stories on just about anything (or
anyone)! I wrote a letter to my old home and it was stacked with tiny stories that defined
“meaningful” in terms of that old house. Click here to read it.
Here’s elephant in the room:
We can’t predict the future. There’s no full-proof way to record all the meaningful things.
There’s always going to be spontaneous moments that seem small now and turn highly
meaningful later. There will always be stories that your life leads into, expectedly, that feel
hyper-meaningful in the moment… and then it gets topped by an even more meaningful story
that brazenly comes into your life unexpected.
The best we can do is practice the self-awareness it takes to see—to really see—the truths in
our world and in the people who matter most.
Start with what you know in your bones as meaningful; then, watch for opportunities to
record what you can.
When you do, it’s positively enlivening! It’s when you feel awake AF for your life.
Your resulting photograph is your gold star of PROOF that you’re living awake for your life, not
sleepwalking your way through.

MAKING MEANINGFUL PHOTOS.
“Ok, Marie, but I just wanted to know how to make meaningful pictures of my life. This is a bit
more complex than I was asking for!”
Congratulations, you’ve done the hard work already. You’ve started acknowledging your stories.
Now, you get to seek out the pictures.
HERE’S HOW:
Pull out your Tiny Story List that you started earlier in the article.
Do a quick scan of that list and star, circle, or highlight the stories that tug on your heartstrings
right now. Look for the stories that have aged in your heart.

🌟 Photograph those!
This is what documenting FROM memory looks like.
To find more of your most meaningful stories, scan all the “heartstring” rated stories. Categorize
them with the five categories of the dynamic range of meaningfulness (Aged Stories, Everyday
Stories, New Territory Stories, One-Off Moments, Stories of Longing, or however you want to
tailor this for yourself).
Then, see if you spot any synchronicities in your “heartstring” stories.
For example, say most of your “heartstring” stories on your Tiny Story List are Aged Stories. It’s
a good bet that your past is on your heart right now. It’s an indicator that acknowledging your
past stories and recording them will likely make some of your most meaningful photos ever.
Is there a home you grew up in, but you don’t have photos for? Go back and make a picture of
it.
Was there a member of a local, community business who brightened your day when you walked
in the door? Go make a picture of that person.
Is there another category, your own category—separate from my 5 example
categories—coming up? If so, what can you find in there?
Do a filtered brain stream for whatever is coming up. For example, say most of your “heartstring”
stories on your Tiny Story List are Stories of Longing for a lost loved one. Brain stream your
stories shared with that person.
In fact, here’s an exercise to guide you—all packaged up into the most beautiful keepsake PDF,
called Notice Your People. Click here or the image below to access it.

MAKING PICTURES OF STORIES THAT ARE
ALREADY OVER.
“Well, great, Marie. You just showed me that the pictures I should make are of stories that I can’t
go photograph. Thanks for pouring salt in my fragile wound.”
Hold on a minute.
I’ve run into this too. It’s true: you can’t go back and photograph every highly meaningful story
you’ve ever lived. There’s no other way to put it: it sucks. It’s happened to me and it’s what
spurred me to make sure this doesn’t happen again for me or for you.
That said, let’s get creative and see what you can do.
Maybe a photograph is out of the picture (pun intended). What other way(s) can you record this
story? Ideas: Tell it in audio. Ask someone else to tell it in audio. Write about it. Purchase a
memento that represents that story. Use that past story to inspire a new story and intentionally
record that one instead.
Examples:
Lora Ambrose was a student of mine who lost her dad. As a photographer, she was bewildered
at how she never got a single photo of her dad that truly felt like HIM. He was quite camera
aware, so the pictures she had didn’t feel quite like “him.” She had an idea to photograph his
workshop. This produced photos that made her sister say, “Oh Lora, these aren’t pictures of his
things. These are pictures of dad.” Woah! Click here to see Lora’s full story and photos.
I have a ton of treasured memories with my grandparents at their homes. They’ve all passed
away and both homes have been sold. I can't photograph the stories as I would’ve loved to, had
I known what I know now. So, a few years ago I drove by their homes and quickly made a
snapshot of the front of both homes. I wasn’t brave enough, being alone with the kids, to go up
to the door and knock. What a lovely thing that could have been, though. Still, just being in the
street, making that one photograph, was enlivening. It was the highest level of connection, in the
present moment, that felt like I honored all of the stories I missed before. It was a small act that
said, "Thank you... for all of it.” And, I meant it from my core.

One last example of this, there’s a crosswalk over the busy road that separates my elementary
school from my middle school. As a kid, I thought that thing was so cool! I loved the rare chance
I got to walk above the fast-moving cars below—which was usually only when the elementary
school had an event and we had to park across the street. Pure joy! It had been
twenty-something years since I was that little girl, but I could still photograph the memory in the
present.
I took my kids. They’d never been on a crosswalk and found it every bit as thrilling as I did at
their age! They’ll see their own story (if they remember) in the photos from that day. I see both
the story of my time with them AND my own, little girl, Marie, stories all-in-one.

You won’t be able to photograph every tiny story of your past memories, but there’s a good
chance there’s still something you can do with a lot of them that yields what I believe the real
point of this all: a dose of meaningful connection to the story. Isn’t feeling connected what we
want? Pictures are the bonus.

HOW DO I MAKE SURE THAT MY PICTURES ARE
GREAT?
What makes a highly meaningful picture is less about the aesthetic of how it looks and more
about the heart of the story. This is why your heart can feel so full when you look at a “crappy”
photo.
So, give yourself permission, right now, to let go of the pressure to make a flawless photograph,
that “evokes the viewer” (you or your clients are the only viewer that matters in this case). Let go
of making all your photos read as a relatable story to the masses.
Separate the goal of growing as a photographer from the goal of making highly
meaningful photographs of your life.
Your best, most meaningful photos are an inside job. It’s about how the story in the photo
speaks to your heart, not your critical eye.
That said. You want to make better pictures? Here’s a free guide I wrote in 2014 called:
Goodbye, Posing Guide.
Warning: The pursuit to make better (technically speaking) pictures can be a fatal risk to
your most treasured stories.
This could be a whole separate article, but I’d be remiss if I didn’t warn you of this common
mental trap. Seasoned photographers will teach you about things like: shooting from the
shadows, mirroring, juxtaposition, what “pure” documentary means (and doesn’t), emphasizing
the need to make stronger photos that easily read a story, and SO much more. You’ll begin to
learn the ropes and your confidence will grow behind the lens.
Other photographers will start to notice your work and pay you compliments + likes. Your ego
will pull you into all the photographer Facebook groups and IG hashtags where you’ll participate,
at first, for the camaraderie and belonging. Soon, you’ll compete with yourself to keep making
better pictures… and, quietly, with others.
You’ll crave to feel included continuously. You’ll crave more of that dopamine rush of others
loving your photos. You’ll get triggered when you open your social app to see someone else’s
AMAZING new photo and immediately think, “I suck,” or “Ooooh, I want to go out and make my
version of that picture,” or you react by mindlessly picking a recent photo to share just to feel
like you’re keeping up.
That’s when it’s happened.

That’s when it’s most dangerous for your stories: When your hunger to grow into a
“better photographer” turns ravenous.
Why? Because your hunger to grow into a "better photographer” may cost you your humble
connection to the stories most intimate to you—the stories no other audience will relate to.
Nearly 100 photographers have shared with me how they’ve stopped shooting for themselves in
place of shooting with the photography community in mind. They didn’t even realize it was
happening until it had happened! The awareness of this shift helps them return to include
photographing their highly meaningful stories again.
It’s not the community’s fault. The community urges you and wants you to hone your own way of
seeing. The problem is our ego and craving for belonging.
Photography is a fun and rewarding medium. I’m not trying to victimize photography, seasoned
photographers, or the photography community as a whole.
The point is, if you begin your pursuit to make better (technically speaking) pictures that make
you happy… and along the way another end-goal pops up (to be included in the photography
community, to be published, to earn a badge of approval from a photographer brand, to win an
award, etc.), then FOR THE LOVE:
Do not let your new goal’s definition of “a great photo” dismiss your own, highly meaningful, yet
likely not award-winning, tiny stories.
One more time for the people in the back:
Separate the goal of growing as a photographer from the goal of making highly
meaningful photographs of your life.
Ironically enough, both areas will help each other.

CHECK YOUR PERCEPTION OF PHOTOGRAPHY
TOO.
At this point, this article has turned into a guide. I’m LOL’ing over here, because this was
supposed to be a simple blog post about meaningful photos. I wasn’t going to go into all of this,
but why wait?
You might think the storyline in the last section doesn’t apply to you. Nothing like that would
ever happen to you, because you’re connected to what matters. This section is to show you just
how easily influenced our minds can be, so you can think honestly about the photos YOU want
for yourself.
When my daughter was born in 2011, a friend suggested I do a 365 project for the first year of
her life. Meaning, make one photo a day of our world until she turns one. Brilliant! I’d never
picked up the camera before, but had a small DSLR camera and knew how to push the shutter
in Auto-mode.
It started as simple as that. Without much thought, I’d make pictures (or ask my husband to
make a picture) of whatever moments spoke to me.
Some examples:

During our hospital stay when Kendall was born, my sister and a friend introduced me to
Pinterest. I’d never heard of it and, like everyone else, came obsessed with it right off the bat.
This was when my awareness for photography began. This was when the seeds to “learn my
camera” and “become a better photographer” were planted. I’d be up at 3 a.m. nursing her and
simultaneously reading another article about what it means to shoot in manual mode and how to
do it.
As soon as I started TRYING to be a better photographer, there was a shift.
Without consciously thinking about it, I thought If I was stepping into the role of “photographer,” I
had to create something beyond “just a snapshot of our life.” I still photographed our life, but I’d
take extra time to set up different scenes in an attempt to make the cutest photo of the season.
It’s totally ridiculous to me, now, looking back in hindsight with the understanding of what I value
in a photograph. Hey, maybe you value the artistic, fantasy scenes and that’s cool—I don’t. Yet
there I was, trying to create them… with my Canon Rebel T2i that totally sucks in low light, but I
hadn’t learned that yet.
Examples:

Like I said, I was still documenting our real life alongside creating those little set-ups, but the
“creative,” cute photographs are what I was valuing as “real” photos.
Eventually as my skill and confidence grew, I still found myself trying to create and share for the
Facebook Groups. I’d see opportunities to make pictures that impress people? It sounds
shallow. I think at its core, I wanted to feel enough and included. I was doing what I thought I
needed to do to find that validation.
Examples:

I remember when this scene with the bubbles was chosen for a critique on CreativeLive (I think)
with big name photographer, Tamara Lackey. My day was MADE! I felt like such a badass.

Today, I look at that photo as nearly meaningless.
It doesn’t mean anything to me.
It’s a cute picture, but it represents absolutely nothing of our story. I sought out that scene to try
to make a cool picture. Nothing further. It’s missing a heartbeat.
It’s the same way I feel about almost all of those set-up photographs. They were cute, nothing
more. I did include some of them in my First Five Years of Parenting Book (see photos those
book spreads here), because there are memories surrounding the photos—it’s not so much
about the photo itself.
It was in 2013 when I began to (re)notice the breadcrumbs in what I wanted out of a picture. I
noticed the photos of my life that I didn’t have (like the memories with my grandparents or the
real stories of my first few months with Kendall, for example). I was obsessed with documenting
everything, though still hadn’t let go of the persona I’d attached to what it meant to “be a
photographer.”.

In 2014, I wrote the Goodbye, Posing Guide after getting tons of comments on my Facebook
Page over how “real” my photos were. That book gave me the confidence I needed to let go of
the set-ups and fully embrace noticing and photographing stories as whole and complete and
worthy.
In the same year, I opened Fearless and Framed and Kirsten Lewis recorded a wildly popular
class on CreativeLive about documentary family photography.
Going into 2015, the documentary community was blossoming. Finally, I was seeing other
photographers shoot real life stories like I was—and valuing them more than portraits! This was
amazing.
(Again, if you’re into portraits, Pinterest & Etsy inspired photos, and fantasy scenes—awesome.
Real life lights me up).
Soon, there were all these catch phrases: the everyday, the mundane, the beauty in the chaos,
the authentic realities of life as a parent, the funny things kids do, real life, etc.
We were all documenting real life as it unfolded in front of us.
Examples:

Awesome, real life moments? Yes.
Meaningful to my core? Not so much.
That photo of my daughter’s hand out the window got a mad amount of IG likes when I shared
it—which is hilarious, because when I share photos that speak to my heart… often they go
unnoticed! They’re too intimate, or not emotionally-charged enough, I think, to read as relatable.
I think those photos need the words with them (more on that later).
The photos that mean the most, to me, are of the stories that have aged in my heart.
Sometimes, we’re lucky to catch them on a spontaneous day before they’ve aged. Mostly, my
most meaningful photos came from my memory first, then intentionally documenting the story.
These photos have a heartbeat. These photos are my heartbeat.
Examples:
The kids were being assholes. Sorry for the language, but it’s true. Their fighting was ruining the
trip to the cabin. On and off my mom talks about trying to get my dad to sell the cabin—the
family cabin that’s been in my life since the year I was born. I’ve grown aware that any given trip
to the cabin could be my last. Now that I live in another state and a trip to the cabin is once a
year, at best, I was especially sensing a goodbye around the proverbial corner.
The kids and I set out to go to Ludington and spend the day on the beach of Lake Michigan. 20
minutes into the drive, their fighting caused me to turn the car around, and drive back to the
cabin. I lost it. I had a total tantrum in front of the kids. I yelled at them. I told them they had no
idea how lucky they were to be here and how Papa could sell this place. This could be the last
time they ever came here and they’re choosing to spend the time fighting. In great part, this
happened before my son was diagnosed with ADHD. We were genuinely struggling back then.
“NO! I don’t want Papa to sell the cabin!” they sobbed. We cried together. We left, again, for the
beach and had a wonderful rest of the day. I came back and photographed the hell out of the
cabin and the property, just in case it was the last time I ever saw it.
This is one of the photos of that entire story + the coalescence of years of tiny stories:

When I was a little girl, my mom practically had to force breakfast down my throat before I took
off outside. It was annoying to have to come back in to use the bathroom. I remember coming
back in and literally running back outside, the way kids do.
I noticed Kendall doing the exact same thing.

Years ago, my grandparents owned 40 acres in Gladwin, Michigan. It had a simple mobile trailer
on it. I’d wake up and see turkey and deer out in the field—closer to me than anywhere else I’d
see them, because my grandpa baited them pretty close to the trailer. Grandma Louise made
me pancakes and then I’d go out and collect turkey feathers or look for crayfish in the creek.
The probably had many different areas to explore. There were 6 deer blinds built—one for Papa
Stan and one for each of his boys (they had 5 boys). You always had to be careful and check
for raccoons before just moseying on into a blind.
In the winter months, I lived for being pulled on a sled behind Papa’s four-wheeler. Or driving
into town for a hot meal and seeing Amish people!
I went hunting for the first time here.
I never photographed their Gladwin property. I never knew to do so until it was too late.

My dad and his brothers went in on a gift for my grandparents one year: a saw painted from a
photo of the trailer. I see this and all of the Gladwin stories rise to the forefront of my mind.

My mom has always been the chief resident for french braiding. She’d braid my hair, my little
sister’s, my cousin Heather’s hair, and many of my girlfriends’ hair throughout the years. This
scene was all of those memories, not just grandma and her granddaughter.

In Kendall’s first year, she started sucking those two middle fingers. I’ve got many photos of
that, but no photo is quite like this one.
This was the very last time she sucked those fingers. What a rare photo to have achieved! Most
of the time, we don’t even notice “the last time” of our stories, right? In this moment, she was on
the cusp of enduring great pain in her mouth. She had an infection of tons of tiny ulcers (the
doctors called them) inside her mouth. It literally was so excruciating for her that she broke her
own habit of sucking those fingers. I have another photograph of her reaching for me in total
pain as we drove to the hospital. I felt powerless, helpless, in a way no mother ever wants to
feel.

Not even kidding—I well up in tears when I speak about this photo. It’s my favorite photo I’ve
ever recorded (so far) through & through.
This photo is an intersection. It embodies all of my own, Aged Stories of my childhood at the
family cabin, and it embodies all the pride and joy and fulfillment I feel in giving my children the
same memories that, for me, have been the best memories of my life.
If there was ever a photo that’s a result of “shoot how it feels” (which I heard from Kirsten Lewis
for the first time), this is that photo for me.

This is a screenshot of a video clip. I never got a great photo, because I was recording. The
storyline is that I wanted to drive the kids down Hamilton Road in search of deer—like my
parents did with me as a kid for years and years. The kids grumbled at the thought. They said it
sounded boring. I made them do this with me anyway. If nothing else, I wanted to do it for me.
Then we found deer. Fawns. Momma deer. The kids were literally climbing out the window in joy
and excitement. Now, this Aged Story in my heart will be etched in their memories too.

In July 2018, I went to Michigan for the first time after moving to South Carolina the previous
year. I stopped by our old neighbor’s house. In his garage, a moment of “This is so HIM”
washed over me—realizing I didn’t have a picture of him. He died the following winter.

Dave drove me to Atlanta in May 2018 for a surgery. On our way home, a deja vu type moment
ran through me. We’ve been here before. That’s right. To my Grandpa’s funeral. Grandma’s
funeral. On the way home with our newborns in the back seat. He’s driving. I’m in the passenger
seat. Our hands are together. This is one hell of an Aged Story I’m so damn grateful for.

I hope after all of those tiny stories and pictures—you get it now. You’re recognizing your tiny
stories through my thoughts and words and example photos.
All of these highly meaningful photos are of stories that didn’t just “happen” at the moment I
snapped the camera. The stories started years before.
Can you see the evolution? Can you see the difference in the levels of meaning?
Can you see how outside influence can fog the way you see your stories?
What do you see in yourself in my story? What’s different for you? I encourage you—whether
you’ve been using the camera forever or your brand new at it—to write the story of your
relationship with photography.
What makes this different is that you’re approaching the making of honest pictures from
the inside out... and you’re seeking them. You’re not creating opportunistic moments—you’re
just living fully awake, actively watching and looking for opportunities to connect with your most
meaningful, tiny stories.
You’re not relying on the mindless spontaneity of day-to-day living. It’s not that the latter is a bad
thing or won’t produce your most meaningful photos, but it’s leaving your most meaningful
photos up to pure chance.
When you notice a tiny story that matters in your bones, the photograph is the evidence
of that highest level of awareness and connection. The photograph is proof of your
achievement of living awake. In a world of noise and where people’s faces are buried in
their devices, you rose above the status quo. You slowed down, you looked up, you
noticed, and you responded boldly.
Your photograph is one hell of a trophy, don’t you think?

WORDS + PICTURES
I don’t know if you, reading this, are trying to be a photographer (whether as a hobby or
profession) or if you just liked the idea of acquiring more meaningful photos of your life.
So, for context, the trajectory of a beginner photographer to a “great” photographer 100%
depends on who the photographer is shooting for. As a documentary photographer or
photojournalist, this trajectory is (usually) to make an honest, unbiased, organic picture of a true
story that reaches the core of its viewer. It evokes emotion. It’s memorable. It reads a crystal
clear story—sometimes resonate, sometimes illuminating, always heart-moving. Typically, the
viewer would be described as a mass amount of people, perhaps on social media, perhaps the
audience of news outlets, etc.
This guide was written for YOU to make meaningful pictures—of your life, for your own
viewing pleasure.
Everything I’m teaching you can be done with clients (where you make photos of their most
meaningful stories with a documentary approach), as well. I’ve bottled everything you need to
know and learn to be successful in using this approach with clients. Click here or the graphic
below to get the Intentional Documentary® program.

Photographers trying to record stories to show the masses, and even documentary family
photographers making pictures for paid clients, typically want to create photographs that do not
need words. The goal is to make pictures that tell the story without words. Photographers do
this successfully all the time!
However, your most meaningful photographs have a full story behind them. That’s what makes
them exceptionally meaningful! What I’ve learned in dissecting the photos people have
submitted to Fearless and Framed—and my own most meaningful photographs—is that there’s
always more story to the photo than what the photo can encompass.
You’ll likely find a full story behind the photo(s) that any “viewer” (beyond yourself)
won’t understand without your words. Why? Because these photos are intimate. Often,
they’re the accumulation of many tiny stories.
For my program, The Tiny Story Society, members get a physical book to unearth & repurpose
their stories, called The Playbook: One Tiny Story Can Change Everything. This is Your
Playbook to Notice the Stories. It’s over 180 pages and holds many of my own meaningful
photographs. As a bonus, I recorded a video called “The Hidden Stories of the Playbook.”

I’m telling you this, because I was mind blown with how many stories you couldn’t possibly know
when just looking at the photos. That’s what sparked the idea to record the video!

I gave you a ton of examples with the handful of highly meaningful photos in the Check Your
Perception For Photography Too section, but here’s one more.
Below is a spread in one of my Chatbooks of two more of my highly meaningful photos. When I
look at these photos, especially after time has passed and my mind is on everything else, I revel
in the story—which is really a series of many tiny stories.
What do you see?

A couple of kids in front of a pizza place and what can be assumed is those kids pulling the first
slices out of a hot, fresh pizza box. You can’t know the significance of the pizza place behind
them, but you can assume it’s meaningful.
I have an obsession with pizza. It’s my most favorite thing to eat. I could eat it for the rest of my
life if I could only choose one thing to eat from this day forward.
What you don’t see in these pictures is the misery in my spirit during the first time we went to
Bub-n-Ella’s. My son was little and not yet diagnosed with ADHD (emphasis on hyperactivity). In
the long, Michigan winter months, cooped up with the kids while my husband worked, I spent
most of my time trying to survive the day. It was hard. Really hard.

I needed to get out of the house. I turned to Google to find a nearby(ish) pizza place with good
ratings. This place came up and was across from the St. Clair riverfront. We drove the
40-minute drive and had the most delightful pizza and cannoli “picnic” inside my white Dodge
Ram.
Bub-n-Ella’s became a sanctuary. I have tears in my eyes as I type this, because I had deep
shame for how miserable I was feeling as mom. I didn’t know how to help my family. I didn’t
know, then, that we needed outside help for Levi like we have now. He’s absolutely THRIVING
now, by the way.
Bub-n-Ella’s was where we went when I felt the most lost. The kids loved it as much as I did.
Eventually, we brought Dave along. In the warmer months, we’d picnic in the grass near the
bluest river you’ve ever seen.
This place became our place. This place was a vehicle of good, loving connection in my
family—something I desperately needed when I was struggling.
I can still here my sweet Levi ask to go have “pizza and nollis.” (Canollis)
We ate a lot of Bub-n-Ella’s before we left Michigan for South Carolina and in the summer the
kids and I returned to Michigan for a visit.
The following March, I surprised my parents. The kids and I literally showed up on their doorstep
on a random Wednesday afternoon. I wrote about that story here. How did we spend our one
day in Michigan on that trip? We drove the hour and a half from my parent’s house to
Bub-n-Ella’s… only to pull into the parking lot and find out they closed down. What a sad
moment that was!
See what I mean?
You will have more details about your most meaningful photos than what gets bottled up
into a single picture, yet that single picture will spur all of those tiny stories to the
surface when you see it.
That’s why words matter too.
Also consider who will look at your photos later. I have some 100 year old portraits of my family.

They’re meaningless photos without the stories of who these people are.
Even though I know their names, they’re strangers.
Stories stick. I say, write the story too.
Just look at your photo and say, “What does this story represent to me? Why does it matter?
How did it change me?” Write that and you’re golden.

DIMENSIONS OF LIFE: A JUMPING-OFF POINT FOR
OBSERVATION
I wrote an entire book The Playbook: One tiny story can change everything. This is your
Playbook to notice the stories.”
This is the first book ever created to help you unearth your stories and guide you through how to
use them (because you can do SO MUCH MORE with your stories than making pictures).
In order to create your most meaningful pictures, you have to start with the stories at hand. Most
people think of stories within their current reality—the life of their family they’re creating. To
make the most out of your stories, and to achieve more of your most meaningful photos, you
have to consider all facets of your life.
To set you up to notice more of your most meaningful, tiny stories, here's from a page directly
from The Playbook. This will illuminate some nooks and crannies where stories may be hiding:
Dimensions of Life:
A jumping-off point for Observation
Remember, only pick one area of focus at a time.
Past, Present, Future
● Past: Your childhood up until now—the memories and the meanings that shaped your
beliefs, thoughts, and being.
● Present: The stories happening now in real time—real-time stories, whether they’re
continued from the past or got their start more recently.
● Future: The stories you’re predicting in fear or in excitement—and how you want to feel
about the way you experienced your stories (awake or sleepwalking) and how you want
others to feel seen by you. We’ll go deeper into these future aspects in Expression,
Connection, and Cultivation. This will all come full circle, I promise.
Internal and External
● Internal—what’s on your heart. For example, you'll probably hear me talk a lot about how
my grandparents passed away, and I still lightly struggle with the grief of change from
what my amazing childhood looked like and the void I feel today. That's something
internal.
● External—what’s going on around you. You're looking at your environment: the world
around you, the people in your life, etc. Maybe there have been changes in your
neighborhood or with a friendship or family dynamic.
Various facets of life
● All different ages—maternity to elderly (either you or your loved ones)

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Love and relationships—including friendships and acquaintances
Home(s)—your home now, past homes, other homes you’ve spent time in
Mannerisms, character, and physical attributes of yourself or loved ones
Holidays and traditions
Personality and favorites
Hardship
Community
Faith
Career
Milestones
Celebrations
Seasons
Hobbies

Here’s one more exercise (and keepsake guide) to help you pull up stories of your own: Notice
Your People.

THEN & NOW
Watch for the meaningful moments that repeat over time.
Below is a familiar scene in 2014 and the same scene again in 2019.

The best part of honing into the most meaningful stories in your heart—with complete
awareness of them, you notice them effortlessly. You have more opportunities to respond.
Click here to see more pictures from my Then & Now project.

CLOSING
Ok, I’m going to end this year. I could talk forever on this stuff! Making pictures of your tiny
stories is only the tip of the iceberg.
Here’s what you’ve learned:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Your most meaningful pictures are about the stories, not the photography.
Photographing your most valued stories adds vast value to your life.
You have hundreds of tiny stories.
Every story you’ve lived has given meaning to your life in some way.
There are five categories within the dynamic range of meaningfulness: (aged stories,
everyday stories, new territory stories, one-off moments, stories of longing or however
you want to tailor this for yourself).
6. The categories are not mutually exclusive. Often combining them creates even more
depth of meaning.
7. Only you can declare which stories are most meaningful to you… and your response is
quite fluid.
8. To make your most meaningful photos, photograph the stories on your tiny story list that
tug on your heartstrings the most. This is documenting FROM memory.
9. You won’t be able to photograph every tiny story of your past memories, but there’s a
good chance there’s still something you can do with a lot of them.
10. Your best, most meaningful photos are about the heart of the story, not the aesthetic.
11. Outside influence can fog your lens for your most meaningful stories.
12. Write the story behind the photo(s).
13. To achieve more highly meaningful photos, look in all areas of your life.

ONE FINAL STORY
Do yourself a favor, if you haven’t already. Watch Brené Brown’s Netflix special: Call to
Courage.
Brené spoke of the interviews she’s had with people who have endured mega traumas: mass
shootings, the death of a child, genocide, and how she tries to understand, from them, what we
can do better collectively to show up in a compassionate way.
The second thing she learned on the grief / longing / loss was that the thing that surprised them
the most was how they missed ordinary moments more than anything else.
“They missed the simple, ordinary things that they never really took notice of when they were
happening.”
She referenced a couple of examples I think you’ll find resonate:
Crazy texts from mom. The ones where you think, “Man, learn how to use your phone, mom!”
Thinking, “Now, I’d kill for a text from my mom.”
Brené spoke of a couple who’s 4-year-old son died from cancer. They were constantly yelling,
“Man, stop slamming the screen door!” in the way we do when we’re annoyed AF after telling
our kids to knock it off a zillion times. The screen door slamming was apparently this sweet
boy’s signature move. The mom told Brené, “Now, my husband and I will stand there and slam it
for 5-10 minutes just to hear it.”
I’m telling you this, because we can be cocky and arrogant about our connection to our own life
stories. We think we’re on top of it. We think we’ll remember. We think we’ll have time later to
notice and respond.
This is a sobering, tear-jerker on the same sentiment written by J.R. Storment in 2019 on the
unexpected loss of his son, titled: It’s later than you think. Click here to read it.
Sharpening your tiny story lens, to spot your most meaningful stories, requires vulnerability. It
requires looking past your ego. It requires turning inward.
It requires small amounts of space to slow down and really THINK. Not daily, but not only
around the emotionally-charged seasons, like weddings and funerals either.
Some people find this hard. I find it thrilling, like a treasure hunt.
Get clear on what’s meaningful, and you’ll exceptionally increase your awareness of these tiny
stories, so that you can live awake and respond to them. Do this inside job now or manage how
it feels to have missed noticing your tiny stories later. Choose your hard.
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Locations by Marie Masse
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Living
Leverage Old Stories That
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Dreama’s Story
Documenting Led to a
Grand Surprise
The First 5 Years in
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Use Your Stories to Get
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by Natasha Kelly

Document People Around
You, Not Just the Kids by
Ashley Manley
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Lauren Mitchell
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Courtney Holmes
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Marie Masse is the Founder of Dangerously Good Stories and Fearless and
Framed.
In short, she’s a Daymaker. She’s a writer, documentary photographer,
unschool parent, and mom to a bright boy with ADHD+ODD living in the
Blue Ridge Mountains (Travelers Rest, SC, USA). She works to help busy,
ambitious people to savor life and prioritize Daymaking through unearthing
& repurposing their stories. As an extension of that, she encourages
personal brands to go rogue. Put the “authority” and “expert” content on the
shelf to forge meaningful connections through sharing personal, often
off-brand stories within your brand.
Work with Marie:
If you think this was fun, it’s just the beginning!
Marie created the Dangerously Good Stories 5-part Practice to help people
move away from “Survival Mode” and step into living AWAKE and
FULFILLED—by doing one, eye-rollingly easy action each week in an hour
or less. Cool, right?

Even better... it doesn’t involve making fresh gratitude lists or practicing more self-care. This is about meaningful,
fulfilling steps. #nofluffpromise
You can keep going on your own or join Marie in her program, the Tiny Story Society. You’ll get 52 weeks of
meaningful activities delivered to your inbox and a 182-page Playbook delivered to your mailbox.
Visit: dangerouslygoodstories.com/society

